
                                          
 

CWLEP Programme Delivery Board 
16 April 2020, 11:30-12:30 

Location: Zoom Conference Call 
 

1. Welcome, Introductions & 
Apologies 

 Chair 

2. Declarations of Interest  Chair 

3. Minutes – 19th March 2020 Paper Chair 

4. A46 Stanks Project Update Update TBC 

5. A452 Europa Way Corridor Update Dan Cresswell, WCC 

6. CWLEP Programme Delivery 
Board Paper 

Paper Ria Jones 

7. Re-purposing of Duplex Fund Paper Ria Jones 

8. Any Other Business   
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Membership: Nick Abell (Interim Chair), Zamurad Hussain, Harjinder Minhas 
 
Invited: Martin Yardley; Paula Deas; Iain Patrick; Kate Hughes; David Ayton-Hill; Barry Hastie; 
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CWLEP Programme Delivery Board 
 
16 April 2020 
   
Agenda Item 6 
 
Title:  Growth Deal Programme Report 
 
1 Purpose of Paper 

1.1 This paper outlines the position of projects at mid-April 2020 and ahead of Q4 claims. There 
has been no change with the overall finances within the programme since the last report as 
Q4 claims are currently being submitted by all projects. The next PDB meeting in May will 
include a full financial summary for 2020/21. 
 

1.2 This paper deals with projects that are rated RED or AMBER and gives an overview of the 
programme to demonstrate the impact of COVID-19 for the Board to consider.  
 

2 Summary 

2.1 Out of the 40 Growth Deal projects, 2 are rated RED, 11 are rated AMBER and 27 are rated 
GREEN. Table 1 gives an overview of the projects for consideration by the Programme 
Delivery Board. 

Table 1 – Projects for Consideration at Programme Delivery Board (with RAG ratings) 

Risk Rating Project 
Total LGF 

Contribution 

LGF remaining 
(On 16/04/20) 
 

Comments 

RED A46 Stanks  £4.1m £2.786m 
Project update in Section 
5.1 

RED  A452 Europa Way £3.6m £3.57m 
Project Update in Section 
5.2 

AMBER 
Coventry Station 
Masterplan  

£27.5m £4.696m Project Update in Section 
5.3 

AMBER AME Expansion £1m £0m 
Project Update in Section 
5.4 

AMBER 
Duplex Investment 
Fund 

£1.3m £1.3m 
Project Update in Section 
5.5 

AMBER 
Friargate and City 
Centre Connectivity 

£11.8m £4.96m 
Project Update in section 
5.6 

AMBER 
City of Culture Leisure 
Quarter Public Realm 

£2.57m £0.864m 
Project Update in section 
5.7 

AMBER 

Royal Shakespeare 

Company Costume 

Workshop 

£1m £0.079m 
Project Update in Section 
5.8 

AMBER 
Shakespeare’s Henley 

Street 
£0.462m £0 

Project Update in section 
5.9 
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AMBER 
Commonwealth 
Games Leamington 
Spa 

£1.9m £1.9m 
Project Update in Section 
5.10 

AMBER 
Transforming 
Nuneaton  

£7.5m £3.241m 
Project Update in section 
5.11 

AMBER City of Culture 2021 £2.4m £1.195m 
Project Update in Section 
5.12 

AMBER Warwick Arts Centre £2m £0m 
Project Update in Section 
5.13 

 

3. Growth Deal Programme Finances  

3.1 Finances 

3.1.1 The financial profile detailed within Appendix 1 outlines the actual spend for the LGF 
programme in Q3 which was £8.169m, up £0.533m from the forecast of £7.636m submitted 
to the board in January 2020.  

3.1.2 The forecast defrayal in Q4 is £10.923m. This will be the largest quarter for expenditure 
between now and the end of the programme. Several projects will be defraying their 
remaining LGF award in Q4, including Coventry Station Masterplan, Shakespeare’s Henley 
Street and Duplex Investment Fund. The deadline for Q4 claims was 9 April and the Growth 
Deal Programme Team (GDPT) are currently reviewing the submissions from projects. 

3.1.3 As of 16 April 2020, there is £27,059,587 of Local Growth Funding remaining to be spent by 
the end of the programme in March 2021. The table below details the spend schedule for the 
remainder of the programme. 

Table 2 – Local Growth Funding Spend Schedule 

2019/2020 2020/2021 

Quarter 3 

ACTUAL (£) 

Quarter 4 

FORECAST (£) 

Quarter 1 

FORECAST (£) 

Quarter 2 

FORECAST (£) 

Quarter 3 

FORECAST (£) 

Quarter 4 

FORECAST (£) 

8,168,580.41 10,923,569.92 5,589,653.78 3,292,785.52 4,288,238.75 2,965,339.25 

 

3.1.4 A full summary of all the Growth Deal projects and resource switch is provided in Appendix 2. 
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4 Coventry and Warwickshire Local Growth Fund Programme in the context of COVID-19 

4.1  Impact of the Pandemic 

4.1.1 The updates provided to the Programme Delivery Board at the 16 April meeting are all given 
in the context of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which has affected many of our projects in 
a number of diverse ways. Many of our projects with construction on site have been 
suspended, while others have encountered difficulty in sourcing equipment and materials.  

4.1.2 The GDPT have been working closely with projects to ensure lines of communication remain 
open and that any concerns that project teams have are addressed. This is supported by 
weekly meetings between the Programme Manager and representatives from the 
Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy who are keen to have access to 
accurate, project level data about the impact of COVID-19 on the projects within the Local 
Growth Programme. This will support them to make effective decisions regarding any 
programme extension or other mitigating actions. 

4.1.3 Together, the Accountable Body, the Growth Hub and CWLEP Executive and Board Members 
have been working tirelessly across the partnership to share detailed information on the 
impact of the pandemic on the local economy.  This close collaboration has allowed the 
presentation of a clear case for immediate flexibility on use of existing funding and to protect 
and re-purpose future funds, including funds from the EU, to ensure key infrastructure and 
business survival and resilience can support the recovery as we emerge from the crisis.   

4.1.4 This case for flexibility with funding has been fed directly to government, across a range of 
departments, including HMT, BEIS, MHCLG, DCMS, LGA and DfE, through regional channels 
including the WMCA and the Mayor, Andy Street, and also at a national level through sector-
based organisations and the LEP Network and has called for:  

• Extending the LGF deadline to March 2022, given activity has stalled. 

• Permission to use unspent/unallocated LGF funds as revenue to support regional 
businesses adapt and innovate in response to the challenges of the COVID lockdown. 

• Permission to allocate Growing Places Funds (GPF) more freely to release immediate 
support for businesses.   

• Agreement to replenish GPF funding as further funding becomes available, with an 
immediate commitment from Government to allow capital funding to be repurposed to 
provide revenue support.  

• Early release of the additional £387m LGF announced at Budget again with sufficient 
flexibility to allow LEPs to lead regional preparations for recovery from the business impact 
of COVID-19. 

4.1.5 With the likelihood of the current lockdown continuing for the foreseeable future, it is reasonable to 
assume that Capital projects are unlikely to return to ‘business as usual’ immediately following any 
easing of this lockdown.  The impact of Covid-19 to timescales, supplies and cost means that projects 
will need to offset delays and consequences of the virus prior to resuming ‘normal activity’. A recent 
survey about the impact of Covid-19 on the construction sector indicated that the total number of 
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delayed projects currently stands at 4,301 with a total value of £68.3bn. The survey also asserted that 
road projects have had the highest proportion of delays across infrastructure sector and offices and 
shopping centres were the most affected in the commercial sector. Further research estimates that an 
additional 20% cost will be required to re-start capital projects.   However, one thing is certain, 
infrastructure projects will be one of the catalysts vital to any economic recovery. 

 

4.1.6 COVID-19 has also affected the ability of some of the LGF projects to provide all the required 
evidence during the Quarter 4 claims period due to members of staff being furloughed. The 
GDPT is working with affected projects to find the best way to support them to provide the 
required information for claims. 

4.1.7 Several of our financially complete projects have also reported to us that they have been 
affected by COVID-19. The National Transport Design Centre, which received Local Growth 
Funding of £6,991,249 has been supporting the National Health Service by making masks for 
NHS workers through 3D Printing. Other projects have informed us that they are currently 
undertaking impact assessments regarding COVID-19 which should be available to the PDB by 
the May 2020 meeting. 

4.1.8 The GPDT request that the PDB support the discussions with BEIS in requesting further 
flexibility within the LGF programme, specifically around the end date to claim funding which 
remains at 31 March 2021. CWLEP would welcome a constructive discussion around the 
extension, and whether this should most sensibly be applied at a programme level or on a 
case by case basis. 

4.1.9 Local Growth Funded projects in Coventry and Warwickshire will be vital as the crisis around 
the pandemic comes to an end and the economy begins to recover. The GDPT requests that 
PDB Board members support discussions with BEIS and lobby independently for the 
uninterrupted continuation of funding to ensure the programme can be completed. 

 

5 Projects in Delivery 

5.1 A46 Stanks RED 

5.1.5 The current programme is showing a completion date of 16th September 2020, however the 
potential impacts of Covid-19 have yet to be realised. Works have continued on site during 
the pandemic as the developer, NMCN, have scheduled in works that can be completed whilst 
following the government social distancing guidelines.  

5.1.6 More recently the virus is having an impact on the supply chain which means that certain 
works that were programmed in, such as surfacing, can no longer take place. The workforce is 
also starting to diminish as many staff are self-isolating after producing symptoms. Despite 
this NMCN have assured us that they are keen for the works to continue unless the 
government advises that construction works can no longer take place.  

5.1.7 Spend profile has been updated to reflect NMCN’s programme and assurances that works will 
be completed by September 2020. Further options looking at advance payment for materials 
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to bring spend forward have not been implemented. The risk of storing material on site during 
the pandemic is too high.  

5.1.8 Currently we are unsure of the delay due to coronavirus pandemic. Issues with staff numbers 
and the supply chain have not shown impact on site yet, but with the situation changing 
quickly the effects will soon start to show. The surfacing works can’t currently happen, this 
will eventually affect the critical path if the programme the longer social distancing is in place.  

5.1.9 Additionally, temporary contract changes have been implemented to help NMCN’s cashflow 
and ease pressure on spend profile. These are increasing payment frequency to every two 
weeks and to pay for percentage of works complete.  

5.1.10 Updates to the website have been made to inform public of increased duration of traffic 
management during the day, due to low traffic volumes. A statement regarding COVID-19 was 
also released, explaining work is continuing under government guidelines. This situation is 
under constant review.  

 

Table 3 – A46 Stanks Re-profile 

 

  

  2020/21 2020/21 2020/21 Project 

Claim to Q1 Q2 Q3 Total 

Date £ £ £ £ 

Position at 
March PDB 

1,311,529 896,957 700,000 622,971 4,100,000 

Current 
Position 

1,880,071.55 1,013,337.37 1,115,049.93 91,541.15 4,100,000 

Variance     116,380.37 415,049.93 -531,429.85 - 

 

 

 

5.2 A452 Europa Way RED 

5.2.5 At the March PDB meeting the Board requested the GDPT should further review expenditure 
evidence which had been deemed ineligible. The GDPT have taken advice on the additional 
historic spend on costs submitted for planning permission and land sale for Land North of 
Gallows Hill. This has been reviewed by the S151 officer who has approved that the evidence 
is sufficient, accepting that that the BACS transmission forms cannot be accessed due to date 

5.1.7 Recommendation: The Programme Delivery Board is asked to consider the update and the 
new financial profile from the project  
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of defrayal, and can be submitted as part of the next Growth Deal claim for the project. The 
value of this historic spend is £380,000 which will be claimed in Q1 20/21.  
 

5.2.6 The GDPT have also reviewed the request to claim against land acquisition for Europa Way 
widening (scheme WCC-2). The value of this acquisition is £850,000. This spend is bound up 
within a wider land deal and therefore the cost of this land would be based on a valuation 
rather than standard transaction data. The GPDT have taken advice on this request however 
the terms of this land acquisition are ineligible for claiming via Growth Deal funding as no 
defrayal evidence can be provided and the £850k figure is a valuation, not a transaction. 
Therefore £850k is at risk of being unclaimed in 2020/21. 
 

5.2.7 Spend against the remaining LGF in 2020/21 is against two schemes which form part of the 
Europa Way Corridor Improvement Programme. This includes completion of scheme S278-4 
scheme due to re-start on site in April / May, but there is a high potential for slippage due to 
Covid-19. The S278-3A scheme has a current anticipated start date of Q3 20/21 for on-
highway works (off-highway works expected to commence earlier) but could be delayed by 
the S278-4. At the current time however it is understood that the developers are keen to 
progress these schemes, with the developer of scheme S278-3A discussing taking advantage 
of the quiet road conditions to accelerate construction. However both schemes are a risk of 
slippage and financial profiling is difficult due to the impact of lockdown and delays due to 
Covid-19 
 

5.2.8 The PDB have previously confirmed the project will be unable to claim funding from LGF after 
Q3 20/21 and this means £1,125,793 is a risk of being returned the programme. This is the 
£850,000 land acquisition plus £275,973 profiled for spend in Q3. The project has worked pro-
actively with the GDPT to try to identify areas where spend could be accelerated however the 
impact of Covid-19 will make this very difficult. WCC is considering whether there is an option 
to offer grant as a forward funding loan to developers should cash flow delay scheme delivery. 

Table 4 - A452 Europa Way Re-Profile 

  
  

2018/19 2019/20   
Q4  
£  

2020/21  
Q1 

£  

2020/21 

Q2 

£  

2020/21 

Q3  
£  

 

Total 
£ 

Position at 
March PDB 

26,044 612,500 1,913,956 600,000 447,500 3,600,000 

Project 
position (April 
2020) 

26,044 618,163 1,855,000* 825,000 275,793 3,600,000 

Variance   - +6,163 -58,956 +225,000 -171,707  

Position 
(without land 
acquisition) 

26,044 618,163 1,005,000 825,000 275,793 2,750,000 

NB * - includes the £850k from land acquisition referred to above 
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5.3 Coventry Station Masterplan AMBER 

5.3.5 At the November 2019 Programme Delivery Board, the project requested a re-profile of 
£3.7m from Quarter 3 to Quarter 4 which increased the total spend for Quarter 4 to £4.69m. 
The GDPT has received confirmation from the project that this spend has been achieved and 
we will be receiving the relevant invoices from the project team on April 17th 2020. 

5.3.6 As this project involves work being carried out on a construction site, COVID-19 has impacted 
on the working arrangements. A mitigation plan has been implemented by Buckingham Group 
Contracting in order to safely continue works on site since the Government lockdown was 
implemented. They have adopted working methodologies to comply with Public Health 
England guidelines, and reduced site presence from the team to those considered essential.  
Buckingham have advised the change to working methodologies hasn’t caused any 
programme delays to date, but have advised that there may still be issues with supply chain 
and materials, many of which are coming from Europe and further afield which could be 
impacted by lockdowns.  

5.3.7 Buckingham are producing a weekly update and there is a programme board weekly call 
focusing on the impacts of COVID 19 to ensure the project team are aware of potential issues 
and can help to manage and mitigate as far as possible. 

5.3.8 The majority of the CSMP project team, who recently moved into a co-located office with 
Network Rail at Eaton House, are now successfully working remotely to comply with the 
government social distancing guidelines. 

5.4 AME Expansion   AMBER 

5.4.5 As of 14 April 2020, the legal agreements for the AME expansion have not been signed. This 
project has been discussed frequently at PDB meeting as the £1m LGF grant has been 
defrayed but the expansion is still yet to begin. LGF outputs have continued to be met and 
reported against. 

 
5.4.2 The project team at the University have advised that they are exerting pressure on Unipart to 

expedite the bank approval of the lease, however Covid 19 has impacted this. Once the bank 
approval is received both parties will sign the legal documents and the University is currently 
determining the best process for gaining signatures on the documentation.  

 
5.4.3 The contract with Harrabins as the main contractor is ready to sign, once the overarching AME 

legal documents have been signed. Due to Covid-19 the original plan of having Contractors on 
site in April with a completion date of November 2020 is now at high risk as all construction 
work has been suspended until further notice. This will have a large impact on the programme 
completion time. Works on the project has not stopped however and it is only the 
construction element we have raised as high risk at this stage. Planning activities and 

5.2.5 Recommendation: The Programme Delivery Board is asked to consider the update, note 
and consider the total amount of LGF at risk and review the new financial profile from the project  
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requirements gathering continue, we have just moved them to online. 
 

5.4.4 Until there has been further information from Central Government as to when the lockdown 
will end and business returns to normal the University are unable to determine when this 
completion date will be.  

 
 

5.5 Duplex Investment Fund AMBER 

5.5.3 At the end of March, £320,000 loan funding has now been drawn down, supporting five 
businesses with related £118k grant funding, creating 12 new jobs and safeguarding 27 jobs 

5.5.4 Four businesses are currently at full application stage, amounting to £225k loan and £110k 
grant funding, creating 14 new jobs. 

5.5.5 The pipeline includes 16 more business, amounting to £1.2m of loan and £282k of grant 
funding. CWRT have already reported a drop in demand for the Duplex Investment Fund but 
an increase in inquiries from businesses seeking Covid-19 specific support. 

5.5.6 The variation to the Grant Aid Agreement to allow the £1.3m LGF to be defrayed before 31 
March 2020 was completed and signed and this grant funding has been defrayed to Coventry 
and Warwickshire Reinvestment Trust (CWRT). 

5.5.7 The emergence of the Coronavirus crisis is now a key consideration for the scheme. Coventry 
City Council is working closely with CWRT to monitor implications and potential alternative 
support for businesses during the crisis, including through the Coronavirus Business 
Interruption Loan Scheme, for which CWRT is an accredited lender. There is a separate paper 
for the PDB to consider outlining further detail on this. 

5.6 Friargate and City Centre Connectivity AMBER 

5.6.3 At the 19 March 2020 Programme Delivery Board, the project requested a financial reprofile 
of £500,000 from Quarter 4 19/20 to Quarter 3 20/21 due to a 26-week waiting period for 
deliveries of granite from a quarry in China due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The PDB 
requested that the project investigate if an Escrow account could be used to defray the funds 
during the waiting period.  
 

5.6.4 The GDPT has clarified with the S151 Officer who has confirmed the use of an Escrow account 
is not appropriate and not approved. The use of an Escrow is not sufficient for defrayal as 
Coventry City Council have not received the goods or the relevant service. 
 

5.6.5 Therefore the project requests a slippage of £500k from Q4 2019/20 to Q3 2020/21 which is 
the current estimate of when the granite will be delivered, however this will remain at risk 

5.4.5 Recommendation: The Programme Delivery Board is asked to consider the update and 
note that the AME expansion is now subject to further delays due to the pandemic. The 
Programme Delivery Board is asked to consider if any further action is required from CWLEP due 
to the ongoing delay with the start of construction. 
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due to the pandemic and delays with supply chain. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 – Friargate and City Centre Connectivity Re-profile  

 
 

2019/20  
Q4 
£ 

2020/21 
Q1 
£ 

2020/21 
Q2 
£ 

2020/21 
Q3 
£ 

2020/21 
Q4 
£ 

Project 
Total 
£ 

Position at 
January PDB 
 

2,578,284 1,459,610 1,000,000 797,115 

 
1,000,000 11,800,000 

Current 
Position 

2,078,284 1,459,510 1,000,000 1,297,115 
 
1,000,000 
 

11,800,000 

Variance  -500,000 0 0 +500,000 

 
0 0 

5.7   City of Culture Leisure Quarter Public Realm AMBER 
 

5.7.1 During the week commencing 23 March 2020 the main contractor working on the Public 
Realm project has closed their site as a result of coronavirus safety concerns. For around one 
week prior to this they had informed us that they had been dealing with a challenging city 
centre environment. As a result, there are now no live City Centre projects on the ground as 
all other site projects were stopped at the same time. This will inevitably, as we enter this 
unknown period have an impact on programme delivery ready for Coventry’s tenure as UK 
City of Culture in 2021.  
 

5.7.2 The project delivery team and contractors continue to work in the background, to finalise 
designs, projects, programmes and procurement so that when they do return to work they 
are able to hit the ground running. The project remains committed to delivering the city 
transformation on a potentially different timescale. 
 

5.8 Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) Costume Workshop AMBER 

5.6.6 Recommendation: The Programme Delivery Board is asked to consider the new financial 
profile from the project  
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5.8.1 The RSC’s theatres are currently closed until 30 April and their income has been reduced by 
around three-quarters. Whilst the Costume Workshop project is currently continuing, the loss 
of box office income and commercial income from their shop and restaurant are a huge 
concern, particularly if social distancing restrictions remain in place over the coming months. 
 

5.8.2 The RSC has strong leadership and governance in place and are investigating all available 
support packages from the UK Government and Arts Council England. However, the RSC may 
have to release some of the £3.9 million committed from their reserves allocated towards the 
Costume Workshop to support the running of the organisation, meaning the match funding 
for the project is currently at risk. In addition, the assumption is that work on site will have 
pause, and this will result in additional costs to close and re-mobilise the site which had not 
been anticipated or budgeted for. 

 
5.9      Shakespeare’s Henley Street AMBER 

 
5.9.1 Work on the streetscape improvement works on Henley Street were halted in mid-March 

given the government advice regarding social distancing for Covid-19. The contractor 
confirmed it was impractical for their workforce when they could not observe reasonable 
distance from each operative on site. The contractors have issued a delay notice citing the 
relevant event of ‘Government Action.’ A loss and expense claim is likely to be issued in due 
course, which will be reviewed in line with current legal and contract advice on the matter. 
 

5.9.2 When the works ceased on site there remained only three weeks of work left to complete the 
project and achieve practical completion.  It is likely that when works recommence, that this 
period will be extended slightly to accommodate a re-start. There is no projected restart date 
at the current time. 

 
5.9.3 In line with the UK Government’s guidance, the Shakespeare Birthplace Trust made the 

necessary decision to close all its sites, including Will’s Kitchen, with closures in place as of 17 
March 2020. 

 
5.9.4 This action means that the Trust will be losing over 95% of its operating income for the 

foreseeable future and will face significant challenges moving forward.  Though the 
organisation’s robust financial controls and use of the announced Government measures, 
such as the Job Retention Scheme, means the Trust will manage the situation. However, at 
this time the Trust is in no position to meet the required outputs for the contracted LGF 
outputs and has no ability to make any projection regarding the resolution of this situation. 

 
5.10 2022 Commonwealth Games Royal Leamington Spa AMBER 

5.10.1 Following extensive discussions with colleagues at WDC, CCC legal team have now paused 
their work on the Grant Aid Agreement for the Commonwealth Games 2022 project. The 
project was ambitious and with the impacts of Covid-19, WDC are now reviewing the project 
scope. Covid-19 has had an impacted the supply and procurement of goods and has also 
restricted meetings to progress the works.  
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5.10.2 The defrayal of funds by 31 March 2021 is now deemed of high risk by both parties. We are 
working pro-actively with colleagues at WDC to identify what elements within the programme 
of works which make up the £3.1m grant can be defrayed before 31 March 2021. The GDPT 
are awaiting a breakdown of what can be claimed, for example costs around staff, planning, 
mobilisation costs. WDC have been advised that CWLEP will only proceed with a grant if 
assurance is given that then spend is achievable. 

 
5.10.3 WDC have recently submitted a second claim within the advanced payment of £200k which 

was granted to the project from the Growing Places Fund.  
 
5.11 Transforming Nuneaton GREEN 

5.11.1 The Transforming Nuneaton project team are assessing the impact of Covid-19 in terms of 
delivery and spend. Work continues at the moment; however, it has been indicated by key 
stakeholders that they may be diverted to priority work in the short – medium term which 
could affect work on this project (e.g. Royal Mail). The project has £3.179m to defray in 20/21 
and we are expecting a revised spend profile. The spend in Q1 20/21 will be less than 
originally anticipated. The project has requested flexibility in achieving spend targets if 
possible. There is also a chance that WCC staff will be redeployed to areas of the authority 
which would also impact the project. 

5.12 City of Culture 2021 GREEN 

5.12.1 Currently, all construction on LGF funded City of Culture projects have stopped due to two 
main reasons, the works not allowing them to comply with social distancing rules or the 
supply chain not being able to provide the necessary materials.  However, all desktop 
activates are continuing and the projects are ensuring that they have everything ready to 
recommence once the lockdown is lifted and social distancing rules are relaxed. 

5.12.2 Currently all projects with CWLEP funding are still reporting that this hasn’t pushed 
completion past 31 March 2021, but this is reliant on the lock down ending soon.  The project 
team are updating the GDPT on a weekly basis and will flag if any projects start to report any 
difficulties with meeting the 31 March deadline. 

5.13 Warwick Arts Centre GREEN 

5.13.1 The Arts Centre is closed in line with Government guidance with no planned date to reopen. 
The Capital Redevelopment continues on site and the contractor has not yet given any 
notifications that Covid-19 will cause a delay to the works. The GDPT will continue to monitor 
the project regularly as the assumption is the project may be impacted in line with the rest of 
the programme. The project is financially complete and reporting output data only to GDPT. 
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6 Recommendations 
 
6.1 The Programme Delivery Board is asked to review the financial re-profiles for A46 Stanks 

(Section 5.1), A452 Europa Way (Section 5.2) and Friargate and City Centre Connectivity 
(Section 5.6) 

 
6.2 The Programme Delivery Board is asked to note the updates to all other CWLEP LGF projects 

included within the report. 
 
6.3 The Programme Delivery Board is asked to note that all highlighted projects in this paper will 

be impacted by the pandemic and likely to suffer delays and to consider its response to 
Government representatives.  

 
6.4 In order to ensure projects can be completed the Programme Delivery Board members are 

asked to actively support discussions with BEIS and Government representatives to enable 
the CWLEP PDB to have flexibility within the allocated funding for the programme to manage 
the projects nimbly and effectively. 
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Appendix 1 – Growth Deal Quarter 3 Performance Summary 19/20  
 

 

RAG GD Ref Project Name

C

o

l

u

m

n

Q3 

Previous 

Forecast

Q3 

Actual

Q3  

Variance

C

o

l

u

m

n

Q1 

Actual

Q2  

Actual

Q3  

Actual

Q4  

Forecast

19/20 

Forecast

Total

C

o

l

u

m

n

19/20 

Forecast 

as per last 

Board

19/20

Variance

R GD14 A46 N-S Corridor (Stanks) 0.375 0.384 0.009 0.012 0.223 0.384 0.569 1.188 1.376 -0.188

R GD36 A452 Europa Way Corridor - - - - - - 0.613 0.613 0.606 0.007

A GD19 Coventry Station Masterplan 1.904 1.904 0.000 0.967 2.196 1.904 4.694 9.762 9.762 -

A GD38 AME Expansion - - - - - - - - - -

A GD08 Duplex Investment Fund - - - - - - 1.300 1.300 0.320 0.980

A GD34
Friargate and City Centre 

Connectivity 
1.635 2.057 0.422 0.817 0.773 2.057 2.078 5.725 6.225 -0.500

A GD45
City of Culture Public Realm - 

Leisure Quarter
0.343 0.479 0.136 0.140 0.787 0.479 0.588 1.994 1.991 0.003

A GD43
RSC Costume Workshop 

Redevelopment
0.300 0.299 -0.001 0.323 0.300 0.299 0.079 1.000 1.000 -

A GD44 Shakespeare's Henley Street 0.098 0.041 -0.057 0.062 0.158 0.041 0.201 0.462 0.433 0.029

A GD40 Commonwealth Games - - - - - - - - - -

A GD37 Transforming Nuneaton 2.300 2.303 0.003 1.299 0.502 2.303 0.065 4.169 4.226 -0.057

A GD42 City of Culture 2021 0.181 0.176 -0.006 0.457 0.439 0.176 0.562 1.633 1.581 0.053

A GD32 Warwick Arts Centre 20:20 - - - 0.904 - - - 0.904 0.904 -

G GD31 CSW Broadband 0.374 0.374 - 0.294 0.202 0.374 - 0.869 0.869 -

G GD39
WMG Degree Apprenticeship 

Centre
0.058 0.086 0.028 1.740 2.107 0.086 0.109 4.043 4.043 -

G GD25 GDPT 0.067 0.067 - - 0.100 0.067 0.067 0.234 0.234 -

Total: 7.636 8.169 0.533 7.015 7.787 8.169 10.924 33.895 33.569 0.326

2019/20

http://www.cwlep.com/


                                                                                                                                               

 

 
Appendix 2 – Growth Deal Annual Summary 2015-2021 
 

RAG GD Ref Project Name 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21
Project 

Total

C

o

l

u

m

Budget Variance 

G GD01 Advice Centre 0.077 - - - - - 0.077 0.077 -

G GD04 Venture House 0.450 - - - - - 0.450 0.450 -

G GD05 Coventry A45 Corridor - - - 0.950 - - 0.950 0.950 -

G GD06 R&D Steel - 0.150 0.484 0.366 - - 1.000 1.000 -

A GD08 Duplex Fund - - - - 1.300 - 1.300 1.300 -

G GD09 Trident 1.300 - - - - - 1.300 1.300 -

G GD11 Coton Arches - 0.146 0.148 1.705 - - 2.000 2.000 -

G GD12 Very Light Rail - 0.036 0.813 1.611 - - 2.460 2.460 -

G GD13 Dynamic Routing 0.139 1.217 1.133 - - - 2.489 2.489 -

R GD14 A46 N-S Corridor (Stanks) - 0.326 0.234 0.133 1.188 2.220 4.100 4.100 -

G GD15 Kenilworth Station 3.176 0.314 - - - - 3.490 3.490 -

G GD16 City Centre Access 5.000 - - - - - 5.000 5.000 -

G GD17 National Transport Design Centre 2.020 4.122 0.849 - - - 6.991 6.991 -

A GD19 Coventry Station Masterplan 4.900 2.965 3.226 6.657 9.762 - 27.510 27.510 -

G GD21 Construction Centre Expansion - 0.239 - - - - 0.239 0.239 -

G GD22 Warks College STEM - 0.160 - - - - 0.160 0.160 -

G GD23 City College STEM Phase 1 - 0.220 - - - - 0.220 0.220 -

G GD24 WMG Academy Pre-Dev - 0.462 0.308 - - - 0.770 0.770 -

G GD25 GDPT - 0.018 0.080 0.095 0.234 0.193 0.619 0.619 -

G GD31 CSW Broadband - - - 0.131 0.869 - 1.000 1.000 -

A GD32 Warwick Arts Centre 20:20 - - - 1.096 0.904 - 2.000 2.000 -

G GD33 Rugby CTIC - - 0.083 - - - 0.083 0.083 -

A GD34 Friargate and City Centre Connectivity - - 0.349 0.968 5.725 4.757 11.800 11.800 -

R GD36 A452 Europa Way Corridor - - - 0.026 0.613 2.961 3.600 3.600 -

A GD37 Transforming Nuneaton - - - 0.154 4.169 3.177 7.500 7.500 -

A GD38 AME Expansion - - - 1.000 - - 1.000 1.000 -

G GD39 WMG Degree Apprenticeship Centre - - - 5.957 4.043 - 10.000 10.000 -

A GD40 Commonwealth Games - - - - - 1.917 1.917 1.917 -

A GD42 City of Culture 2021 - - - 0.133 1.633 0.634 2.400 2.400 -

A GD43 RSC Costume Workshop Redevelopment - - - - 1.000 - 1.000 1.000 -

A GD44 Shakespeare's Henley Street - - - - 0.462 - 0.462 0.462 -

A GD45 City of Culture Public Realm - Leisure Quarter - - - 0.299 1.994 0.277 2.570 2.570 -

G ULS03 Cathedral Lanes Phase 2 - 0.320 0.401 0.278 - - 0.999 0.999 -

G ULS04 A45/Leamington Road junction - 0.013 0.737 - - - 0.750 0.750 -

G ULS05 City Centre Public Realm Phase 4 - 0.329 0.394 0.193 - - 0.916 0.916 -

G ULS06
A46 Expressway (M6 to M40) – A46 Link 

Road Phase 1
- 0.287 0.213 - - - 0.500 0.500 -

G ULS07 B4100 Dual Carriageway (M40 J12) - 0.500 - - - - 0.500 0.500 -

G ULS09
Getting West Nuneaton Moving: Bermuda 

Connection
- - 1.000 - - - 1.000 1.000 -

G ULS10 Unlocking Nuneaton Town Centre - - 0.096 0.020 - - 0.115 0.115 -

G ULS11 A46 Development Consultancy 0.208 - - - - - 0.208 0.208 -

SUB TOTAL 17.270 11.824 10.547 21.772 33.895 16.136 111.445 111.445 -

Resource Switch -0.090 11.682 12.576 -6.913 -25.680 8.425 0.000

GRAND TOTAL 17.180 23.507 23.123 14.859 8.215 24.561 111.445

http://www.cwlep.com/


                                                                                                                                             
  

 

 
Appendix 3 – Growth Deal Programme Outputs 
 
ACHIEVED AGAINST TARGET TO DATE

ACHIEVED TO DATE AGAINST PROGRAMME TOTAL

BEIS TARGETS 2015-2021

87% 58% 150% 101% 86%

56% 35% 25% 48% 13%

3400 Houses 7500 Jobs + 
Apprenticeships

3,894 Houses 
Completed against 

6,957

2,247 Jobs + 
Apprenticeships 

against 6,451

3,269 Indirect Jobs 
against 13,326

2,916 m2 New Skill 
Space against 6,013 m2

137,151 m2

Commercial Space 

against 1,062,169 m2

3,894 Houses 
Completed against 

4,474

2,247 Jobs + 
Apprenticeships 

against 3,845

3,269 Indirect Jobs 
against 2,176

2,916 m2 New Skill 
Space against 2,901 

m2

137,151 m2

Commercial Space 

against 159,650 m2

http://www.cwlep.com/


 
 



 
 

   
 

 

Date: 16th April 2020 
  
Programme Delivery Board Agenda Item: 7 
  
Title: CBILS: Re-purposing of Growing Places Grant Proposal 

 

Purpose of Paper 

This paper outlines a proposal by the project to re-purpose an amount of the Growing Places 
Grant originally allocated to the Duplex Fund, to fund CBILS loan scheme in order to support 
businesses suffering with cash flow as a result of Covid-19. 

1. Background 

1.1 The Duplex Fund offers a combined grant and loan product to local businesses in 
Coventry and Warwickshire (to invest in assets in order to promote business and jobs 
growth) and then recycles the loan element of any funding placed in the scheme.  As 
the loans are repaid, new loans are allocated supporting more businesses over the 
lifetime of the scheme.  The Fund, which is administered through Coventry and 
Warwickshire Re-investment Trust, has previously been awarded £1.3m of Local 
Growth Fund (already defrayed) and £2.6m Growing Places grant by the LEP. It is also 
funded by £2 million loans from both Coventry City Council and Warwickshire County 
Council. 
 

1.2 The Growing Places Grant of £2.6m was intended to support Coventry and 
Warwickshire businesses through the Duplex Fund Scheme from 2021/22 over 
approximately four years.  However, short term business survival is taking priority for 
many businesses over growth as a result of Covid-19, hence the proposal to 
temporarily re-purpose the grant to address the short to medium term impact of the 
virus on local businesses. 

 
2. Impact of Covid-19 

2.1 As the situation surrounding Covid-19 has evolved, small businesses and 
communities across Coventry & Warwickshire are very quickly facing liquidity 
challenges, job losses, and project stagnation. Credit has tightened, and small 
businesses are struggling to make payroll and forced to scale back or halt 
infrastructure development. Cashflow remains the primary concern for many 
businesses. 

 
2.2 The appetite amongst businesses to apply to the Duplex Fund has stagnated with 

some businesses withdrawing their applications to focus on shoring up their working 
capital and cashflow. Of the 53 businesses currently on the pipeline, over 43% (23) 
businesses have withdrawn their applications. An exercise to ascertain whether 



 
 

2 
 

businesses who are in the process of applying are still interested in the Fund is 
currently underway and could further increase the number of withdrawals. 

 
2.3 Although Banks will certainly play a major role in addressing this, there is growing 

evidence to suggest that the Banks have become more cautious about assessing risk, 
which has driven a higher demand for SME’s seeking alternative finance. Banks are 
lending, but to larger businesses with a long track record of profitability, even with 
the backing of the Government’s Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme 
(CBILS).  Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme (see appendix for summary 
of scheme features). 

 
 
2.4 To date, CWRT has received over 80 CBILS enquiries from viable businesses in 

Coventry and Warwickshire and the majority of these have been turned down by 
their banks. The main reason for decline is lack of security, lack of long track record 
of profitability, and size of the business.  

 
2.5 An analysis undertaken by CWRT suggests that of the 80 enquiries, 70% are in the 

low to medium risk category which provides some level of assurance that these 
businesses are more able to repay their loans. 

 
2.6 Whilst the Government has opened the eligibility criteria for all businesses across the 

UK, the banks have their own lending policies and criteria and will continue to assist 
the top end of the market. They are under no obligation to support SME’s and the 
Government CBILS is only guidance, not contractual conditions that lenders have to 
adhere to aside from not taking Personal Guarantee’s under £250k.  

 
2.7  As the Government has now significantly expanded CBILS along with changes to the 

scheme’s features and eligibility criteria, CWRT envisage that there will be even 
more smaller businesses across Coventry and Warwickshire who may be impacted by 
the coronavirus crisis that can now access the funding they need.  The recent British 
Chambers of Commerce suggested that 20% of businesses will need support from 
the CBILS. However, CWRT does not have the capital available to meet the expected 
demand from businesses unable to secure support from banks and other 
mainstream lenders.  

 

3.    Project Proposal 

3.1 CWRT’s services are designed to fill the gaps in mainstream lending, address market 
failures and to offer affordable alternatives when the banks say no. It is critical to 
recognise the importance of SMEs being able to access finance quickly during this 
pandemic. As CWRT is one of the accredited CBILS lenders for Coventry and 
Warwickshire area with the approval from the British Business Bank regarding its 
lending policy, interest rates and fees, CWRT propose to tackle this local disparity in 
the market by offering a dedicated loan package specifically designed to support 
these SMEs through volatile credit markets and tightening credit conditions through 
CBILS. 

https://www.british-business-bank.co.uk/ourpartners/coronavirus-business-interruption-loan-scheme-cbils-2/
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3.2 The Growing Places grant will assist CWRT in delivering responsible, affordable 

lending through CBILS.   Although the Duplex Fund will still remain open, given the 

current climate it is envisaged that the uptake of this Fund is likely to be significantly 

reduced.to those who would otherwise struggle to obtain funding from mainstream 

lenders.   

 

3.3 This proposal involves the temporary re-direction of the Growing Places Grant (up to 

£2.6m) for CBILS that was originally set aside for the Duplex Fund to form a new, 

loan only, product.  There is no grant attached to the Scheme unlike the Duplex Fund 

which provides both a loan and grant to businesses. 

 

3.4    This new product will utilise the current, government backed CBILS for which CWRT 

are an accredited lender for Coventry and Warwickshire. 

 

3.5 Key features of the proposal are provided below: 

 

• Up to £2.6m loan funding available for Coventry and Warwickshire businesses (using 

the Growing Places grant)  

• Average size loan £50,000 (max £100,000 per business) 

• Average interest rate around 13%. This interest rate, which has been approved by 
the British Business Bank, is based on the amount of security that can be obtained, 
level of risk to the lender and long-term record . Recent intel from a number of 
sources, show that the banks are currently charging between 6% and 36%. CWRT’s 
model is based on an average of 13%  to ensure that they are not competing with 
the banks as this is not allowed. It has also factored in bad debt provisions. Note, 
CWRT’s current interest rates for unsecured loans range between 14.75% to 18.75%, 
therefore, CWRT is offering a lower interest rate to borrowers to factor in the higher 
coverage CBILS provides 

• Loan can be used for working capital 

• 10% default rate   

• Flexible repayment terms e.g. 6 months capital holiday repayment period  

• CBILS cover – 12-month interest and fee free period. The Scheme provides the 

lender a government backed partial guarantee against the outstanding balance of 

the finance of up to 80% although the borrower remains liable for the debt. 

• Based on this proposal and average loan size, up to 52 business could be supported 

(20/21) 

• Enables the deployment of loans swiftly through an organization that has over 15 

years of experience in this market. 
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4.   Impact on The Duplex Fund 

4.1 Using the repayments of capital and interest, the model has been created to ensure 

that the Growing Places grant is replenished, and loans repaid by businesses will be 

recycled back into the purpose that it was originally intended (i.e. to support the 

Duplex Fund).  By having this progressive drip effect of grant going back into the pot, 

it still allows the original Duplex model to function and create the end results as per 

the original Duplex schedule. Although the repaid monies are at risk, 80% principle is 

secured through CBILS. 

 

4.2 The Duplex Fund will provide a useful tool to support the recovery of the C&W 

economy in the medium-term.  The Duplex Fund still has resources (via loans from 

CCC and WCC, and the Growth Deal allocation), and can operate as and when demand 

returns.  As the CBILS loans are repaid, this will enable further resources to be utilised 

for Duplex.  It will be important that we monitor this position closely to ensure the 

Duplex Fund has the level of resources needed to support economic recovery plans. 

 

5. Financial summary 

 

5.1 Duplex is set up to promote asset investment and growth in the regional economy.  As 

this is less of a priority during the pandemic, the proposal modelled temporarily 

redirects (some Duplex scheme) grant funding as working capital loans to businesses. 

As loans are repaid over up to [4 years], the capital is available for use as Duplex once 

more. 

 

5.2 CWRT’s modelling, based on the features and assumptions in section 3.6 above, 

indicated that the vast majority of the loans issued are repaid by the borrower, or 

secured by the governments CBILS scheme. At 10% default, c£258k would be 

irrecoverable and therefore need to be funded by CWRT.  The government offers up 

to 80% guarantee on individual loans, although a cap is applied on any portfolio loan 

which brings the guarantee to 60% net. 

 

5.3 CWRT have suggested that based on evidence of applications received to date, they 

expect a large proportion of CBILS loans to be awarded to higher credit rated 

business’s than would normally be the case with Duplex due to the behaviour of other 

lenders taking a risk averse approach. They consider therefore that a maximum default 

rate of 10% is sufficient. Any variation on this default rate has a relatively minimal 

impact  meaning that the eventual impact on Duplex is negligible. 

 

5.4 However, interest is not covered by the government’s guarantee, therefore any 

default would be more significant to CWRT’s business model as interest chargeable 

not only covers default risk, but their ongoing management fees. CWRT are therefore 

incentivised to maximise collection. 
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6.    Next Steps 

6.1 Finance and legal colleagues from CCC and WCC are working together to ensure that 

the appropriate level of scrutiny and due diligence is undertaken to reduce any risk to 

CWLEP and to safeguard the Growing Place Fund as well as the two local authority 

loans to CWRT.  A further update of progress against the proposal will be provided to 

the Programme Delivery Board at the next meeting in May. 

 

7.     Recommendation 

That the Programme Delivery Board approve the projects proposal to temporarily re-

purpose an amount of the Growing Places Grant Funding (up to £2.6m) in dealing with the 

impact of Covid-19 on Coventry and Warwickshire Businesses. 
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Appendix: Coronavirus Business interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS)  

The CBIL scheme is a measure for counteracting the impacts of COVID 19 on business activity 

by providing facilities for smaller businesses (SMEs) across the UK who are experiencing lost 

or deferred revenues, leading to disruptions to their cashflow. The scheme provides the 

lender (CWRT) with a government-backed guarantee, potentially enabling a ‘no’ credit 

decision from a lender to become a ‘yes’. 

CBILS is managed by the British Business Bank on behalf of, and with the financial backing of 

the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and industrial Strategy (BEIS), and delivered 

through 40+ accredited lenders and partners such as CWRT, CBILS will support the continued 

provision of finance to UK SMEs during the Covid-19 outbreak.  

Scheme features: 

• CBILS guarantees facilities up to a maximum of £5m available on repayment terms up 

to six years. The scheme provides the lender with a government-backed partial (net 

60%) guarantee against the outstanding facility balance. Note: the borrower always 

remains 100% liable for the debt. 

• There is no guarantee fee for SMEs to access the scheme. Lenders will pay a fee to 

access the scheme.  

• The Government will make a Business Interruption Payment to cover the first 12 

months of interest payments and any lender-levied fees, so smaller businesses will 

benefit from no upfront costs and lower initial repayments. 

• The borrower must be UK based in its business activity with annual turnover of no 

more than £45m 

• The borrower must have a borrowing proposal which, were it not for the COVID-19 

pandemic, would be considered viable by the lender, and for which the lender believes 

the provision of finance will enable the business to trade out of any short-to-medium 

term difficulty 

• CBILS is designed to support additional lending which meets State aid requirements 

but providing the SME meets the viability requirement above then the SME will not 

be considered to be a Business in Difficulty. 
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